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Executive Overview 

Enterprises are experiencing an explosion in the volume of data required to effectively run their 

businesses. Every organization today must provide fast access to vast amounts of enterprise 

data for their customers, partners and business users. As a result the volume of information is 

constantly increasing leading to the information explosion. Oracle Applications also now allow 

customers to store data in various formats that includes documents, images, spatial 

information and etc. 

Exponential increases in data volumes in recent years have put enterprise IT infrastructures 

under severe pressure – from a cost, performance, scalability and manageability perspective. 

It has become imperative to employ more efficient ways of storing and managing data to meet 

the growing demands being placed on IT systems. In addition, application scalability and 

performance must continue to meet the demands of the business – even as data volumes and 

the complexity of data managed explode. 

Increased performance and ease of data management with Oracle 
Partitioning 

Partitioning allows a table, index or index-organized table to be subdivided into smaller pieces. Each 

piece of a database object is called a partition. Each partition has its own name, and may optionally 

have its own storage characteristics. From the perspective of a database administrator, a partitioned 

object has multiple pieces, which can be managed either collectively or individually. This gives the 

administrator considerable flexibility in managing the partitioned object. However, from the 

perspective of the application, a partitioned table is identical to a nonpartitioned table; no 

modifications to application queries are necessary when accessing a partitioned table. 

 

Partitioning can provide tremendous benefits to a wide variety of applications by improving 

manageability, performance, and availability. It is not unusual for partitioning to improve the 

performance of certain queries or maintenance operations by an order of magnitude.  

Moreover, partitioning can greatly reduce the total cost of data ownership, using a “tiered archiving” 

approach of keeping older relevant information still online on low cost storage devices.  

 

The Oracle Database 11g Partitioning option provides the most comprehensive set of partitioning 

strategies, allowing an enterprise to optimally align the data subdivision with the actual business 

requirements. IT administrators can implement Information Lifecycle Management (ILM) protocols by 

partitioning data and moving historical data to low-cost storage. Partitioning can be used to obtain 
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better concurrency as well as to decrease the number of rows to be processed through partition 

pruning and partition-wise joins. 

Oracle Partitioning Option with Oracle Siebel Applications 

To effectively implement Oracle partitioning with Siebel applications the following should be 

considered: 

 

 Address the business requirements correctly 

 Design an easy-to-maintain partitioning strategy 

 Architect a well performed partitioning on desired objects without regression on others 

 Architect multi-tier storage to deal with ever growing data volume with optimal performance 

 Preparation of performance/scalability benchmark with the real world data volume and 

workload 

 Preparation of standard operational procedure change after table/index partitioning 

 Making partitioning design easy to upgrade to future Siebel releases 

 

Siebel schema needs to be customized for Oracle Partitioning: 

 

 Replace LONG data type with CLOB data type for all partitioned tables 

 Evaluate de-normalized columns if they are parts of partition keys  

 Evaluate extension columns in extension tables if they are parts of partition keys 
 

Also, virtually all Real Application Cluster (RAC) implementations for Siebel Applications require use 

of hash partitioning to avoid contention on the blocks of tables and indexes with high insertion rates. 

Supported Oracle Siebel Applications Releases 

Oracle Partitioning is supported with Siebel 7.7+. It requires use of the Cost Based Optimizer. 

 

For more information: Oracle Partitioning for Siebel Applications1 

Examples of Implementations 

 HP2 

 

 

 
1 http://www.oracle.com/us/products/database/siebel-partitioning-pres-068457.pdf 

2 http://www.oracle.com/us/products/database/siebel-partitioning-pres-068457.pdf 

http://database.us.oracle.com/pls/htmldb/Z?p_url=http://www.oracle.com/us/products/database/siebel-partitioning-pres-068457.pdf&p_cat=69921&p_id=46&p_company=501318803116695
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 Australian Finance Group3 

 Gas Natural 4 

Maximize resource utilization and reduce costs with the Oracle 
Advanced Compression Option 

 
“Oracle technology had a big impact on how we manage our mission-critical data. Through compression, we are 
using one-tenth as much storage space as before.” 

– Jacek Sosnia, Atomic Data Warehouse Technical Platform Engineer, Procter & Gamble 

 

The Oracle Database 11g Advanced Compression Option introduces a comprehensive set of 

compression capabilities to help customers maximize storage utilization and reduce costs. It allows IT 

administrators to significantly reduce their overall database storage footprint by enabling compression 

for all types of data – relational (OLTP table compression), unstructured (SecureFiles Compression 

and Deduplication), network (Data Guard Redo Transport) and backup (RMAN and Data Pump) data.  

Although storage cost savings are often seen as the most tangible benefit of compression, innovative 

technologies included in the Advanced Compression Option are designed to reduce resource 

requirements and technology costs for a number of components of your IT infrastructure, including 

memory and network bandwidth. A brief description of each Advanced Compression capability is 

outlined below. 

OLTP Table Compression 

Oracle‟s OLTP Table Compression uses a unique compression algorithm specifically designed to work 

with OLTP applications. The algorithm works by eliminating duplicate values within a database block, 

even across multiple columns. The compression ratio achieved in a given environment depends on the 

nature of the data being compressed, specifically the cardinality of the data. In general, Siebel 

customers can expect to reduce their storage space consumption by a factor of 2x to 4x by using 

OLTP Table Compression. That is, the amount of space consumed by compressed data will be two to 

four times smaller than that of the uncompressed data.  

The benefits of OLTP Table Compression go beyond just on-disk storage savings. One significant 

advantage is Oracle‟s ability to read data in compressed blocks directly without having to first 

 

 

 
3 http://www.oracle.com/us/corporate/customers/australian-finance-group-076965.pdf 

4 http://www.oracle.com/global/es/customers/docs/gas-natural-case-study.pdf 
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uncompress the block. Therefore, there is no measurable performance degradation for accessing 

compressed data. In fact, in many cases performance will improve due to the reduction in I/O since 

Oracle will have to access fewer blocks. Furthermore, the buffer cache will become more efficient by 

storing more data without having to add memory. 

SecureFiles Compression and Deduplication 

SecureFiles, a feature introduced in Oracle Database 11g Release 1, offers a „best-of-both-worlds‟ 

architecture for storing semi-structured and unstructured content, such as documents, spreadsheets 

and XML files. SecureFiles is specifically engineered to deliver high performance for file data 

comparable to that of traditional file systems, while retaining the advantages of the Oracle database. 

SecureFiles is designed as a superset of the ANSI standard LOB data type and offers easy migration 

from existing BasicFiles LOBs, the precursor to SecureFiles.   

The Advanced Compression Option has two storage optimization features that can be leveraged with 

SecureFiles. The first feature, SecureFiles Deduplication, is an intelligent technology that eliminates 

duplicate copies of SecureFiles data. Oracle stores one copy of the SecureFiles LOB and replaces the 

duplicate copies with references to the first copy. Consider an application where 10 users store an 

identical 1MB document in the system. Without SecureFiles Deduplication, the system would store one 

copy of the file for each of the 10 users – requiring 10MB of storage. If the application uses 

SecureFiles with Deduplication, it will store the 1MB attachment just once. That‟s a 90% savings in 

storage requirements. 

The second feature, SecureFiles Compression, utilizes industry standard compression algorithms to 

further minimize the storage requirements of SecureFiles data. With SecureFiles compression, typical 

files such as documents or XML files experience a reduction of 2x to 3x in size. Using built-in 

intelligence, SecureFiles Compression automatically avoids compressing data that would not benefit 

from compression  – for instance a document that was compressed via a 3rd party tool before being 

inserted into the database as a SecureFiles file. With three levels of compression available - LOW, 

MEDIUM and HIGH - users can determine the optimal storage savings and compression CPU 

overhead for their environment. SecureFiles compression can result in huge storage savings for 

applications storing unstructured data inside the database. 

Additional compression features in the Advanced Compression Option include: 

 Backup Data Compression – the Advanced Compression Option includes RMAN 

compression technology that can dramatically reduce the storage requirements for backup 

data. Due to RMAN‟s tight integration with Oracle Database, backup data is compressed 

before it is written to disk or tape and doesn‟t need to be uncompressed before recovery – 

providing an enormous reduction in storage costs. Similarly, the data and metadata generated 
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by Data Pump exports can be compressed with Advanced Compression 

 

 Network Traffic Compression – the Advanced Compression Option offers the capability to 

compress Oracle Data Guard (standby databases) redo data as it is sent over the network -- 

reducing network bandwidth consumption and in some cases reducing the transmission time 

of redo data. 

 

To see how Oracle Advanced Compression can save your organization storage resources, download 

the Oracle Advanced Compression Advisor. A free download5 is available from OTN. 

 

The Oracle Advanced Compression Advisor provides an estimate of potential storage savings that can 

be realized through the use of the OLTP Table Compression feature. This estimate is based on analysis 

of a sample of data and provides a good estimate of the actual results you may obtain once you 

implement OLTP Table compression in your environment. 

Supported Oracle Siebel Releases 

Advanced Compression is completely transparent to Siebel Applications. 

Conclusion 

By partitioning databases based on the lifecycle of the information managed and compressing historical 

data, IT departments can reduce their dependency on high end storage, reduce their incremental 

storage costs, keep more data online for longer periods of time, and improve the performance of 

applications that access large databases.   

The Oracle Advanced Compression and Oracle Partitioning Options, together, provide IT 

departments, running Oracle Applications, cost-effective information management by better 

optimizing storage infrastructures while also maintaining the performance and scalability that 

businesses require. 

 

 
 

 
5 http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/database/options/compression/compression-advisor-095705.html 
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